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#report

...meet “TEX”
Pilot from Flotille 11F “les Furieux” (the Furious) of the French 
Naval Aviation. This experienced pilot described the Rafale M 
and displays that he performs in the airshows.

by Shervin Fonooni
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Rafale Marine

The Rafale M (Marine) is the single-seat version of the Rafale. 
This version is operated aboard the aircraft carrier Charles de 
Gaulle and represents the most modern fighter into service in 
the French navy. With its greatly reinforced landing gear, the 
hunter is able to withstand a vertical speed of 6.5m/s. It is 
also equipped with a tow bar and a larger tailhook between 
the engines and a built-in boarding ladder. 

“These modifications increase its weight by about 600 kg 
compared to the C version used by the French Air Force.” But 
they allow it to be fully operated from the decks of US carriers, 
using catapults and their arresting gear, as demonstrated on 
USS Theodore Roosevelt (2008) and on USS Harry S. Truman 
(2010), where the Rafale M became the first jet fighter of a 
foreign navy to have its engine replaced on board an American 
aircraft carrier.

“As we do not have appropriate structures to practise arrested 
landing, our pilots spend part of their training in the United 
States.” Thus, they have qualified to fly the aircraft from US 
Navy flight decks.
Tex added that “we have very good exchanges with US. They 
are present in most conflicts, this allows us to integrate 
ourselves more better during operations”.
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Dislpays

Flottille 11F was officially established on 20 June 1953, it 
bases in Landivisiau and it is the oldest naval squadron. This 
combat unit has replaced its old planes with the Rafale M 
since 19 September 2011.

Tex belongs to this squadron. “I have 3,600 flight hours, in-
cluding 1,700 on the Rafale M.”

According to him, unlike the Armée de l’air, the Naval pilots 
are not only display pilots but they take part in airshows in 
addition to be operational. Therefore, displays require even 
more to be briefed and repeated, “so they are presented 
according to the rules.” So, it is a pair of Rafale M accompa-
nied by historic aircraft used formerly by the French Naval 
Aviation (Morane Paris and Breguet Alize Br.1050) which 
perform the display.

“The objective is to promote the different Navy trades, 
especially fighter pilot, but also to fill the public with won-
der by showing the elegance and the power of the Rafale.”

Future 
Chasse Embarquée received in late 2015, his 45th Rafale M 
(M45). The M46 will be delivered, this year. Currently, the 
French Navy has 31 Rafale M in the park, some aircrafts 
delivered F1 standard (only air defense) are returned to the 
manufacturer to be modernized to F3 standard (versatility). 
It also has 8 Super Etendard Modernisé (SEM) to 17F, tota-
ling 39 naval aircrafts. Four were lost and seven others are 
being retrofitted.

The squadron 17F has completed its transformation by 
summer 2016, when the last SEM will be retired.
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21 January 2016. The dawn is cold and we are going to get to the 
airport of Verona Villafranca for what promises to be a busy day, guests 
of Air Dolomiti.
Exactly 25 years ago, on January 21, 1991, a Boeing De Havilland 
Dash 8 belonging to the fleet of a new company, Air Dolomiti, took off 
for the first time from Trieste to Genoa, thus starting the operation of a 
regional company, which soon would distinguished in the market for 
its elegance, quality of service and great attention to the passengers. 
Today Air Dolomiti – which belongs to the Lufthansa Group – after 
twenty-five years of success and excellence, proudly celebrates her 
Silver Wedding!
First international airline to land in Monaco of Bavaria for own 
business flights, Air Dolomiti has worked in recent years on a training 
and Research program focusing on differentiation and quality of the 
offered services.

The day promises to be exciting and a thrill accompanies us while we 
cross the entrance to Verona’s Valerio Catullo Airport [LI/PXVRN]. It is a 
chill, it is something pleasant and exciting.
After security checks, we immediately meet a host of beautiful Air 
Dolomiti’s flight attendants 
who’ll fly with us, and we immediately notice that all exhibit a different  
look, wearing uniforms that have been part of the airline’s history, and 
which for today only, are proudly displayed on some routes of the 
network.
Our day’s program will include Monich as the first destination (where 
the crew will be divided and continue on other sections of the net-
work), and then a flight to Bologna where other industry and media 
representatives will be welcomed on board. Will follow the return flight 
in the Bavarian city and then, in the late evening, the last flight of the 
day to get back to Verona.
Fifteen minutes before the normal passengers boarding, we reach 
- together with the crew and a representative of the company - our Em-
braer 195 ER, thus we can take some shots immortalizing alongside 
the girls in their splendid uniforms.
Once accommodated on board the elegant jet, you can immediately 
breathe an exciting feel, which makes everyone aware of being prota-
gonists of a special day which will live long, imprinted in the memories 
of passengers, guests and employees of Air Dolomiti.
Despite the importance and extraordinary nature of the event, the crew 
will keep in each moment a friendly, relaxed and at the same time, 
very professional attitude.
After boarding all the passengers, we are right on schedule and ready 
for take-off, not before having carried out a necessary operation of de-
icing on the control surfaces of the aircraft, which has been parked all 
night under cold winter temperatures.
Thanks to the vigorous thrust of the engines and the great professiona-
lism of the pilots, we perform
a textbook take off that bring us into the calm and dark air of the 
morning. 
We reach soon our cruising altitude, and the flight attendants can 
serve the breakfast accompanied by a delicious sweet made for the 
occasion, which we enjoy in the company of the first sun rays filtering 
from the large window of the Brazilian jet.
Among the events that mark the celebrations of the 25th anniversary, 
for some weeks Air Dolomiti offer to its business customers some 
dishes treated by an important starred chef which are combined with 
prestigious Italian wines and sparkling wines.
We spend the flight time among pleasant talks and taking photos with 
the crew, all accompanied with some healthy laughter. The atmo-
sphere is wonderful and the time goes fast. It seems is passed only 
a moment and we are already down to Monaco, which welcomes us 
with a light snowfall.

After a short break we have to embark again on the next flight towards 
Bologna. Also in this case the aircraft have to make the de-icing. This 
isn’t the same aircraft of the first flight in fact, and this one have to 
make deicing because it is its first morning flight.
We take off on time under a gray sky and soon we go beyond  the 
thick layer of clouds, allowing us to enjoy the view of a wonderful sun 
which in the meantime has become high, indispensable condition 
to do some light shooting to the flight attendants and their splendid 
uniforms.
After a short flight, Bologna welcomes us with an almost spring wea-
ther, and this time we can deplane with the crew e and go alongside 
the aircraft to take some external photo.
As the day unfolds pleasant, we always assisted by the very professio-
nal and impeccable flight attendants, who are very busy among photo 
and video requests but also with the in-flight service but never show a 
sign of tiredness, constantly complying with requests of photographers 
and video operators without losing their smile, making guests feel part 
of a big family.
Air Dolomiti confirms to be a a young-minded and forward-looking 
company, always sensitive to the social mdia world and actively 
communicative with bloggers, aircraft spotters and simple aviation 
enthusiasts.
An elegant, refined, communicative and nice twenty-five year old 

company. The ideal partner for your travels.

By Mauro Cassaro/Marco Morbioli 
Piti Spotter Club - Verona
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It was a Monday, 21 January 1991, when the first Air Dolomiti 
Boeing De Havilland Dash 8 took off from Trieste for Genoa. 25 
years later Air Dolomiti, the Lufthansa group Italian airline, is 
proudly celebrating its silver anniversary! The first international 
airline to land at Munich airport with independent “own busi-
ness” flights, over the years Air Dolomiti has focussed on honing 
the outstanding quality of its services. 
“It’s surprising to think about how competitive we are and how 
we continue to grow. Although the odd crisis might try to clip 
our wings, we just keep on pumping out the energy for new 
projects and new ideas. And that’s not just because we’re an 
active, tenacious airline, it’s because we’re a well-coordinated 
team of people who relish overcoming all the challenges the 
market flings at us. And our very solid partnership with Lufthan-
sa is an added plus few can rival”, comments Joerg Eberhart.
To celebrate its first successful 25 years Air Dolomiti has cho-
sen a partner in excellence: Ferrari Winery, the No. 1 Italian pro-
ducer of Metodo Classico wines, awarded the Sparkling Wine 
Producer of the Year at The Champagne and Sparkling Wine 
World Championships in September 2015. Ferrari exports its 
superb Trentodoc wines to over 50 countries around the world, 
including Japan, the USA and Germany. Founded in 1902, the 
winery is owned by the Lunelli family, heirs to the Bruno Lunelli 
who took over from its founder Giulio Ferrari in 1952. 
“Air Dolomiti is a prime example of excellence in its business 
sector and we’re delighted they’ve decided to celebrate their 
first 25 years with Ferrari” observes Matteo Lunelli, president of 
the Ferrari winery. “Every year Air Dolomiti flies passengers from 
all over the world to Italy and the Trentino mountains, which is 
where our wines come from. I frequently fly Air Dolomiti myself 

when I’m on missions to promote Ferrari abroad. So I would like 
to propose a toast to Air Dolomiti and this landmark anniversary 
in the fine Art of Italian living”.  
25 years of passion and commitment, attention to detail and 
promotion of its native territory: all values Air Dolomiti shares 
with the Ferrari winery, together with a huge sense of loyalty to 
their company and the people who work there. 
In honour of this important anniversary, Air Dolomiti toasts to 
success with its passengers! From 21 January to 4 February 
2016, all Air Dolomiti flights served two prestigious wines from 
the Ferrari wineries to their passengers: Ferrari Maximum Brut 
Trentodoc and Maso Montalto Pinot Nero D.O.C from the Tenute 
Lunelli. Fresh vitality on the one hand and an explosion of fruity 
scents on the other… everyone will be able to enjoy an exclusi-
ve glass of wine high in the skies with Air Dolomiti! 
Business class passengers also have savored an equally exclu-
sive choice of delicious meals created by Alfio Ghezzi, Chef 
de cuisine at the Locanda Margon, Ferrari’s Michelin starred 
restaurant in Trento. Four moments of pure pleasure mark me-
altimes on board our celebration flights: Apple pie, Mortandela 
salami, Casolet cheese and hand-crafted Ciocomiti chocolates 
for breakfast, Trentino Carne Salada cured meat on a Chick 
Pea and Chestnut Cream with Ulidea for lunch, Ricotta Cheese 
Cake with Ferrari Demi-Sec Trentodoc Cream for tea and Preore 
smoked trout, Russian Salad and Beetroot for dinner.
An anniversary, a celebration and a feast of flavours for a 
sparkling toast with all our passengers… 
“Cheers to Air Dolomiti!”

Air Dolomiti Celebrates Silver Anniversary with Ferrari
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#accessories

Best Monitor for Photo Editing 
and Photography
The choice of  a monitor for a digital photographer is very important, there 
are several features to consider when purchasing a monitor, the size, the 
type of  display (LED-LCD), the brightness, etc.

BenQ SW2700PT Monitor 
Takes Aim at Professional 
Photographers

The BenQ SW2700PT is a professional monitor for color management for photo-
graphers, designed for greater accuracy in color rendering.
The monitor comes feature-packed with a 27”QHD (2560x1440) display, 99% Adobe 
RGB color space, IPS technology, hardware calibration,14bit 3D Look Up Table (LUT), 
Delta E≤2, Palette Master calibration software, ambient light-blocking shading hood, 
OSD controller and Black-and-White Mode. 

Every photographer dreams of capturing that singular image, a sliver of time 
that will never happen again. What if you could isolate the unique magic in every 
moment? The SW2700PT is designed to effortlessly and accurately showcase the 
creative vision of professional photographers, enhancing and empowering the 
visual stories they communicate. With unprecedented color accuracy, attention to 
precise detail and user-friendliness, the SW2700PT creates colors so true that it 
brings out the unreproducible essence of every photo, whether taken by a seasoned 
pro or amateur hobbyist. 

Designed for visual perfection in professional photo editing, the SW2700PT is the 
first photography monitor on the market to bring together an array of high-end 
features for unmatched color accuracy, fidelity, consistency and seamless compa-
tibility with DSLR cameras. The Adobe RGB color space enables the SW2700PT to 
display a larger range in shades of blue and green, reproducing more precise color 
representations for nature photography. The 14bit 3D Look Up Table (LUT) improves 
RGB color blending accuracy for exceptional color reproduction, while Delta E≤2 in 
both Adobe RGB and sRGB color spaces offer the truest view of the original image. 

Hardware calibration allows users to adjust the SW2700PT’s 14bit 3D Look Up Table 
(LUT) directly without altering graphics card output data, ensuring that every photo 
is smoothly and consistently displayed just as it was taken. The SW2700PT comes 
with BenQ’s proprietary Palette Master calibration software, which can be used 
with a calibrator to optimize the color performance of the display. The monitor is 
compatible with X-rite and Datacolor professional color calibration utilities. 

Discerning eyes will marvel at the SW2700PT’s attention to image detail. Every pho-
tographic image can be viewed with stunning clarity, definition and accuracy on this 
QHD (2560x1440) display. With nearly 77% more working space than a standard 
Full HD display, users can see more of the image they are editing with the incredible 
detail. The monitor is intelligently designed to give users complete convenience 
when viewing and editing photos. The monitor’s detachable shading hood blocks am-
bient light that can often distort a user’s color perception. The OSD controller puts 
management of the display setting in the users’ hands with three preset buttons, 
allowing customization of display settings for various applications, such as Adobe 
RGB, sRGB and Black-and-White mode. Users can simply switch between the presets 
with a click of a button instead of going through complicated settings. The button 
on the OSD controller offers quick navigation of OSD function settings. Last but not 
least, Black-and-White Mode allows users to review and edit black-and-white photos 
without losing any detail or tone. By previewing color photos in black and white be-
fore editing, users can save significant time lost to guesswork and trial-and-error. 

benq.com
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EIZO ECOVIEW EV 2455
The 16:10 monitor that’s nice to look at and even better to use.

The monitor features a new “Fusion” design that combines EIZO’s own 
EcoView technologies for reduced power consumption and improved visual 
ergonomics inside an extremely compact cabinet.

Clear View From All Angles
The monitor uses an LED-backlit IPS (in-plane switching) LCD panel with 
178° viewing angle that minimizes color shift and contrast changes when 
viewing the screen at an angle.

Auto Brightness Control
To prevent eye fatigue, a brightness sensor called Auto EcoView detects 
the changes in the ambient brightness that occurs throughout the day and 
automatically adjusts the screen to the ideal brightness level.

74% More Flicker-Free
Due to the way brightness is controlled on LED backlights, many people 
perceive flicker on their screen which causes eye fatigue. The FlexScan EV 
series makes flicker unperceivable without any drawbacks like compro-
mising color stability. In a comparison test conducted by EIZO, the monitor 
on average reduced flicker by more than 74% compared to LED-backlit 
monitors from other manufacturers.

DELL UltraSharp 24 Ultra HD Monitor UP2414Q

See a new level of clarity in your creations with a 24” monitor featuring Ultra HD resolution 
and the highest pixel density yet.
• Ultra HD 3840 x 2160: Get four times the resolution of Full HD and see the finest details 
in your schematics, designs and photos.
• Vivid, reliable color: PremierColor provides true color accuracy as well as 99% 
AdobeRGB and 100% sRGB coverage.
• Adjusts to how you work: Ultrawide viewing angles, plus tilt, swivel, pivot and height 
adjustment features enable an uninhibited view.

Stunning color precision and performance

PremierColor technology delivers vivid, true-to-life color and professional tools for 
detailed projects.
• Work confidently knowing your monitor is compatible with major industry color standards, 
and has wide color coverage such as 99% AdobeRGB and 100% sRGB.
• Get exceptional color accuracy and consistency, right out of the box, with precise 
factory calibration to a Delta-E<2.
• Reveal a high level of detail, even in dark areas, with a color depth of 1.07 billion colors.
• Fine-tune your colors using the Custom Color mode, or make further adjustments with 
the user-accessible hardware look-up table (LUT).
• Create a custom color palette using Dell UltraSharp Color Calibration Solution software 
with the optional X-Rite i1Display Pro colorimeter1 (sold separately).

dell.com

eizoglobal.com
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farewell
VULCAN

by Remo Guidi
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When the 15 May 2015 it was announced that 2015 would be 
XH558’s last flying season a great frustration crossed the global 
aviation community, it seems incredible that the only Avro Vulcan 
in airworthy conditions would be grounded. As a result, following 
completion of the 2015 Farewell to Flight display season, XH558’s 
final ever flight occurred on 28 October 2015, a small display 
at its Robin Hood base, the Doncaster airport in the Sheffield 
county.
Even thought the Vulcan XH558 exceeded the 250 flying ours, 
promised before her restoration, and have completed significant 
flying hours than any other aircraft of het type, the companies 
on whom the Vulcan to the Sky trust depend – BAE Systems, 
Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group and Rolls-Royce, 
together known as the ‘technical authorities’ - have collectively 
decided to cease their support. Without that support, under Civil 
Aviation Authority regulations, the Vulcan XH558 is prohibited 
from flying.
Two are the factors of their decision: first, although the XH558 
is currently as safe as any aircraft flying today, her structure 
and systems are already more than ten percent beyond the 
flying hours of any other Vulcan, so knowing where to look for 

any possible failure will become gradually more difficult. Second, 
maintaining her superb safety record requires expertise that is 
increasingly difficult to find. 
The decision is not about funding or parts supply, it is about 
mandatory third-party support; sadly it is one that Vulcan to the 
Sky Trust is not able to reverse.

I have seen flying the Vulcan on many air-show but the last time 
was during the 2015 Royal International Air Tattoo, and it was 
always a thrill to see take off in the air this huge plane; despite 
its size, she was moving with a grace and an unmatched elegan-
ce by maneuvers that could seem like those of a fighter plane. 
Beautiful throughout her performance and especially the last 
overflight together with the Red Arrows.

The Avro Vulcan XH558 was delivered from the factory at 
Woodford ( Manchester ) to RAF Waddington on 1st July 1960, 
she remained in service till 1993 as the last and single Display 
Vulcan, a 33 career of 33 years, then was sold off by the MoD to 
a company with the idea to that one day she might be returned to 
fly. In 1997 a small team started an audacious plan to return her 
to flight.

Avro factory totally supplied 134 Vulcans to the Royal Air Force 
of which the final version, the B. Mk2, had an instantly-recognisa-
ble design with her gracefully-curved leading edges added to its 
34-metre delta wingspan. The Vulcan, during the Cold War, was 
the British contribution to the NATO strategic nuclear deter-
rent up to the moment the Royal Air Force decided to hand its 
deterrence strategic responsibilities to the Royal Navy’s Polaris 
submarines fleet. But the Vulcans have player their role during 
the Malvinas war when they flew 7 mission, supported by the 
Victors for the air to air refueling, from ascension Island to the 
Falkland Islands.

It’s an end of an era, it will no longer see an Avro Vulcan bomber, 
an icon of British engineering, a beacon of aviation heritage, 
flying in the skies above Britain. It is without doubt a heart-bre-
aking thought, but inevitable; the Vulcan XH558 will now remain 
in a new museum space for the people who will have the need to 
see her at the Robin Hood airport, near Sheffield.
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Crimea 
russian forces

#spotting-photo-report

2015
by Willem Sander Termorshuizen
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Be-12 29 yellow RF-12010
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An-26 07 blue in take off

Be-12P RF-12006 10 yellow landing KachaSu-27SM 25 blue during landing @ Belbek
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Be-12 29 yellow RF-12010 new colourscheme

Su-25UTG 18 red landing western wind @ Saky Novofederovka

Su-33 78 red landing Saki Nofovederovka
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Ka-52 Hokum RF-91109 board number 04 2-9-2015 Crimea Nikolaevka
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Su-24 Fencer-C RF-33772 boardnumber 08 BMF at Saky
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Su-24 Fencer-C RF-33772 boardnumber 08 BMF at Saky Su-25UTG 18 red landing western wind @ Saky Novofederovka

Su-33 71 red landing western wind @ Saky Novofederovka
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Su-25UTG 18 red landing western wind @ Saky Novofederovka An-26 47 blue landing @ Saky

Su-30SM 35 blue sunset final landing of the day @ Saky

Su-24MR fencer-E in take-off @ Saky
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Ka-27PS 32 yellow RF-19685 flying over the coast near Nikolaevka
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gear

Distinctive photography, shared in an instant: 

the EOS 1300D
Canon EOS 1300D. An ideal introduction to DSLR photography, 
includes Wi-Fi and Dynamic NFC to make sharing simpler 
than ever, alongside a range of improved features to help 
you take impressive, creative photos and movies. With an 18 
megapixel sensor and responsive handling, the EOS 1300D 
is the perfect camera for capturing images with a distinct 
look and feel that are immediately shareable.

For photographs that stand out from the crowd, the EOS 
1300D includes Canon’s DIGIC 4+ processor and a large 
APS-C sized, 18 megapixel sensor, letting you capture intricate 
detail and the diversity of colour in every scene. If you want 
to shoot scenes where people and items pop from a blurred 
background, the EOS 1300D’s shallow depth of field capabilities 
deliver just that. From close up nature shots, portraits and full 
cityscapes, the camera helps you create original photographs 
you’ll want to share, wherever you find yourself. With more 
than 80 EF lenses and a range of other accessories to choose 
from, the EOS 1300D is a versatile DSLR that delivers the 
results you want today and flexibility for the future.

Nikon D3200
A DX-format CMOS image sensor with an effective pixel count of 
24.2-million pixels, the EXPEED 3 image-processing engine, the 
Guide Mode function, and support for smart device collaboration, 
making full-scale photography and sharing of photos more fun.

The D3200 not only offers an improved Guide mode for even simpler 
operation, but also a number of new and improved functions. In 
addition, the DX-format CMOS image sensor, developed by Nikon 
with an effective pixel count of 24.2-million pixels, and the same 
EXPEED 3 image-processing engine built into Nikon’s high-end D4 
and D800/D800E cameras enable capture of images with quality 
and definition at the top of its class. The D3200 also supports 
collaboration with smart devices (Android), with use of Wireless 
Mobile Adapter WU-1a increasing user convenience even further 
with the ability to transfer images and control shooting remotely 
over a wireless connection.

The extremely portable, compact and lightweight body of the 
entry-level D3200 is loaded with the latest digital SLR camera 
functions, allowing for full-scale, flexible photography. Users will 
enjoy its simple operation with the capture of beautiful images 
exhibiting superior image quality that they will be eager to share 
with others. nikon.com

canon.com
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Manfrotto Pro Light Camera 
Backpack: 3N1-35 PL
The Pro Light 3N1-35 PL camera backpack guarantees the fastest, 
split-second camera quick-draw option! This unique design goes way 
beyond a standard backpack. It offers three active carrying options in 
one, effortlessly morphing from right sling to backpack to left sling to 
x-position - to cater for the dynamic professional’s every need. It’s more 
than just a bag: it’s a tool for professionals working on the move

manfrotto.com
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#on-top

red flag
2016-1

by Alex Marchesin
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McDonnell Douglas F/A-18A Hornet
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Rockwell B-1B Lancer

Lockheed Martin F-22A Raptor
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McDonnell Douglas F-15E Strike Eagle

General Dynamics F-16C Fighting Falcon

F/A-18A Hornet
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Rockwell B-1B Lancer
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McDonnell Douglas F-15C Eagle

Boeing E-8C J-Stars (707-300C)
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Boeing F/A-18F Super Hornet
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Boeing EA-18G Growler
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McDonnell Douglas F-15C Eagle

Lockheed F-16CM Fighting Falcon F/A-18A Hornet
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McDonnell Douglas F-15C Eagle

Eurofighter EF-2000 Typhoon FGR4

Lockheed Martin F-22A Raptor

F/A-18A Hornet
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#spotting-report

ItAF’s Atlantic
Remembering 30th Wing
by Alessandro Ragatzu / Carlo Dedoni
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With the closure of the Military Airport Detachment of Cagliari Elmas (LIEE/CAG), Italian Air Force left the main airport of Sardi-
nia Island, after more than eighty years of presence. During its long history, Cagliari Elmas military airport (which is located in 
front of the civil airport with which shares the runways and all most of the flight infrastructures) was home base for a number 
of departments of the Italian Air Force and Navy, including training units, maintenance structures and, of course, operating 
Squadrons.
Surely, the more representative flight department of the history of Elmas is 30° Stormo Antisom, an anti-submarine Squadron 
which operated in LIEE from the early 70s till the 2002 when all the BR1150 Atlantic fleet was moved to Sigonella, in Sicily. In the 
following years, Cagliari Elmas’ Air Force Aiport Detachment continued to ensure maintenance activities to the BR-1150 Atlantic 
and C-130J Hercules fleets, activities that were definitely closed last spring, in view of the disengagement of the Air Force from 
the historic (and, among others, of huge architectural value)
airport of the island capital.
But the last real work of the men of Detachment, was this beautiful BR-1150 Atlantic, saved from scrapping and restored with 
care and passion to its former glory. A restoration work that we expect to see valorised and exploited by the new owners of 
the airport with the construction of a gate guardian at Cagliari International Airport, to establish and confirm a historical and 
emotional tie that united forever the glorious 30° Stormo at the Cagliari-Elmas’ “Mario Mameli” airport.
We all hope that citizenship, and enthusiasm for both aviation and history will lead a process useful to deliver to posterity this 
beautiful aircraft, as a massive memory of a glorious past.
 
by Carlo Dedoni
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Directly from Brazil, the final four Embraer A-29 Super 
Tucanos on delivery to the Indonesia Air Force have 
passed through LMML on the 21st February 2016. To date, 
the Indonesian Air Force has already taken deliveries of 
12 of the type, which it will use for counterinsurgency 
and close-air reconnaissance and support. These were 
the final four examples, which will have serials TT-3110, 
TT-3114, TT-3115 & TT-3116 respectively when they enter 
service with the Indonesian Air Force.

Unusual visitors in Malta 
by Alistair Zammit

#spotting
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Mirrorless interchangeable-lens camera
A mirrorless interchangeable lens camera , is a camera with an interchangeable 
lens that does not have a mirror reflex optical viewfinder. A digital camera that 
accepts different lenses. Also called a  “hybrid camera” and “compact system 
camera” (CSC), the body is thinner than a digital SLR (DSLR) because it does not 
use a mechanical mirror to switch the scene between the optical viewfinder and 
image sensor. 
Introduced in 2008, mirrorless cameras became popular in the 2011 time frame 
and are becoming the choice of amateur photographers who want to migrate from 
point-and-shoot cameras. As these hybrids continue to increase sensor size and 
add high-end features, as well as offer a wide variety of lenses. 

Olympus OM-D E-M10 II

Sensor size: Micro Four Thirds 
Resolution: 16.1Mp | Viewfinder: EVF 
Monitor: 3-inch tilting display, 1,037,000 dots  
Maximum continuous shooting rate: 8.5fps 
Maximum video resolution: 1080p

Panasonic G7

Sensor size: Micro Four Thirds 
Resolution: 16MP 
Viewfinder: Electronic 
Monitor: 3-inch articulating screen, 1,040,000 dots 
Maximum continuous shooting rate: 8fps  
Maximum video resolution: 4K

Fuji X-T1

Sensor size: APS-C 
Resolution: 16.3MP 
Viewfinder: EVF 
Monitor: 3-inch tilting display, 1,040,000 dots 
Maximum continuous shooting rate: 8fps 
Maximum video resolution: 1080p

FUJINON XF100-400mmF4.5-5.6 R LM OIS WR

The FUJINON XF100-400mmF4.5-5.6 R LM OIS WR is 
a super telephoto zoom lens that covers a 35mm focal 
length equivalent of 152-609mm. 
The high performance optical construction of 21 
elements in 14 groups includes five ED lenses and one 
Super ED lens to help reduce chromatic aberration that 
often occurs in telephoto lenses. 
As a result, it delivers the highest image quality in its 
class. The lens has been designed for handheld sho-
oting with a 5.0-stop image stabilization system and 
weighs less than 1.4kg. Linear motor for fast autofocu-
sing makes it perfect for shooting fast-moving subjects 
including aircraft and motorsports.

fujifilm.com
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FUJINON XF100-400mmF4.5-5.6 R LM OIS WR

The FUJIFILM X-Pro2 premium mirrorless camera. The new model boasts a Hybrid 
Viewfinder capable of instantly switching between optical and electronic finders, 
plus an updated image sensor and processor, which dramatically improve image 
quality. By combining these features with the ultra-high image quality of FUJINON 
X-Mount lenses and the color reproduction technology accumulated through 
more than 80 years as a photographic film manufacturer, the X-Pro2 delivers the 
best ever results from an X-series camera.
Electronic viewfinders (EVF) used by mirrorless cameras are said to be superior to 
optical viewfinders because settings including white balance and exposure can 
be checked instantly, and the displayed image can be enlarged to check focusing 
accuracy. In some cases, however, photographers prefer a more natural view. In 
particular, the optical rangefinder, which allows the user to view the subject in 
almost the same way as the naked eye, is extremely effective and often preferred 
by documentary, reportage and street photographers. The X-Pro2 is the only mir-
rorless camera in the world featuring a Hybrid Viewfinder system that incorporates 
both types of viewfinder.

Taking performance to new heights,the FUJIFILM X-Pro2 
offers the world’s only Hybrid Multi Viewfinder and features 
a brand new 24MP X-Trans III sensor

Key features on the X-Pro2 

1. Newly developed 24.3MP X-Trans CMOS III sensor
The unique random color filter array reduces moiré and false colors 
without an optical low-pass filter. These color filters also have the 
effect of increasing the resolution so, when shooting with a high-
resolution Fujinon lens, the camera delivers images with a perceived 
resolution far greater than the actual number of pixels used.
2. New high-performance X Processor Pro image processing 
engine
Boasting 4x the processing speed of conventional image proces-
sing engines, the X Processor Pro has increased all response times, 
despite the increased resolution. Write speeds, start-up time and 
high-speed continuous shooting speeds have all been improved. 
Combined with the X-Trans CMOS III sensor, the new image pro-
cessing engine achieves even faster autofocus, lower noise and 
both tonal and color reproduction that surpasses the previous EXR 
Processor II.
3. The world’s first Advanced Hybrid Multi Viewfinder offering the 
benefits of both optical and electronic viewfinders
The X-Pro2 features optical and electronic viewfinders so users can 
take advantage of both: optical for a direct view of the subject, elec-
tronic to preview settings. The function to instantly switch between 
these two types of viewfinders was first installed on the X100 in 
2011. The latest version found on the X-Pro2 is the most advanced 
Hybrid Viewfinder. It features a Multi-Magnification function that auto-
matically switches viewfinder magnification according to the lens in 
use and an Electronic Rangefinder that simultaneously displays the 
electronic viewfinder on top of the optical viewfinder.
4. New focal plane shutter with a top speed of 1/8000 sec. and 
flash sync up to 1/250 sec.
A faster mechanical shutter gives extra flexibility for aperture 
selections in bright conditions or when shooting with flash outdoors 
during the day. In addition, while noise and vibration levels typically 
increase with faster shutter speeds, the X-Pro2 is quieter and vibrates 
less compared to conventional models thanks to the optimization of 
key controls and parts.
5. Robust, weather resistant body meets the needs of professional 
photographers.
The camera’s chassis is made from four pieces of magnesium alloy 
and is sealed in a total of 61 points on each section, making it 
dust-proof, splash-proof and capable of operating in temperatures as 
low as -10°C. In addition, it has dual SD card slots, for more reliable 
image storage.

fujifilm.com
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#spotting-photo-report

Mountain Home’s T Bolts

by Dave Chng 
www.airwingspotter.com
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366th Fighter Wing
 
The wing comprises four groups: the 366th Operational Group, 
366th Maintenance Group, 366th Mission Support Group and 
366th Medical Group.  Mountain Home currently known to be the 
Eagle’s Nest of the West housing 3 squadrons of F-15E Strike Eagle.  
They are the 389th FS ( Tbolts ) and 391st FS ( Bold Tigers ) flying 
the F-15E Strike Eagle aircraft and the 428th FS ( Buccaneers ) 
which flies the Republic of Singapore Air Force F-15SG.
 
The Mighty F-15E Strike Eagle is a dual-role fighter designed to 
perform air-to-air and air-to-ground missions. An array of avionics 
and electronics systems gives the F-15E the capability to fight at 
low altitude, day or night, and in all weather. The F-15E carries a 
crew of 2 with tandem configuration cockpit with the pilot in front 
and Weapon system officer ( WSO) sitting in the back.
 

Airwingspotter have been fortunate to catch the 389th and 391st 
FS in action in Red Flag 15-3 held  July 2015 . Also, 428th FS was in 
Red Flag 14-3 that we caught.  F-15E have had quite some changes 
from the past and we will be talking about the updates we saw on 
the current F-15E deployed by both units.

389th FS Tbolts

The 389th Fighter Squadron originated on 24 May 1943 
and was activated on 1 June 1943 at Richmond Army Air 
Base, VA, as part of the 366th Fighter Group.  The 389th 
Fighter Squadron originated on 24 May 1943 and was 
activated on 1 June 1943 at Richmond Army Air Base, 
VA, as part of the 366th Fighter Group. They continue 
to soldier on with fighters like the P-51D Mustang, F-86 
Sabre, F-84 and F-100. During Vietnam war era the unit 
was base in Danag flying F-4D Phantom. The Cold war era 
this unit was transformed into F-111F and base in Lacken-
heath in the UK. 1994 calls for another transformation of 
the unit to a SEAD SAM suppression role flying the newly 
aquired F-16C Blk 52 carrying  AGM-88 HARM missile / 
HTS targeting pods. Currently Tbolts flies the F-15E Strike 
Eagle with the older configurations.
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Strike Eagle Age
 
Tbolts F-15E did not get the Suite 7E updates that con-
sists of the AN/APG-82 AESA radar and running on PW 
F-100 220 engine. When chatting with the crews of Tbolts, 
the F-100 PW 220 engine has about 20% less thrust to 
the newer F-100 PW 229 engine use by their sister squa-
dron . One significant difference for us “ photographers “ 
is that the 220 engine produces a more orange colored 
Afterburner while the newer 229 gives a hue of Blue on 
Afterburner. According to most news, the current F-15E 
will be waiting for the Suite 8 and 8e upgrades which in-
cludes host of weapons update like the AIM-9x, AIM-120D 
employment, Small diameter bomb (SDB) and GBU-54 
bombs.  Also employment of GBU-53/B SDB II which is 
specifically designed tri-mode seeker for moving targets. 
There is also talks about Suite 9 update which includes 
the IRST sensor and satellite communication systems. 
These host of upgrades will further increase the capabili-
ties of the F-15E. There is also talk about the retirement of 
the A-10C and the F-15E being a candidate to take over 
Close Air support ( CAS ) roles in USAF.

Tbolts F-15E participated in Red Flag 15-3 by serial number 
 
F-15E MO 389FS 87-0170
F-15E MO 389FS 87-0173
F-15E MO 389FS 87-0183
F-15E MO 389FS 87-0198
F-15E MO 389FS 87-0201
F-15E MO 389FS 87-0202
F-15E MO 389FS 87-0204
F-15E MO 389FS 88-1667
F-15E MO 389FS 88-1697
F-15E MO 389FS 89-1699
F-15E MO 389FS 88-1705/389FS
F-15E MO 389FS 89-0506

by Dave Chng www.airwingspotter.com

Equipment use:
Canon 7D Mark 2 with Tamron 150-600mm
Canon 7D with Sigma 18-250mm
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#spotting-guide

Spotting guide:
Phuket
by Andrea Tabanelli 
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Phuket airport (HKT/VTSP) has a 09/27 oriented runway and an old 
and small terminal thant, from June 1st 2016, will be joined by a new 
structure ready to welcome the millions of passengers who every year 
come to the famous Thai resort town.

As you can well imagine the traffic is more than good; the main com-
panies are: Thai Airways, Bangkok Air, Air Asia. 

Several flights connect the island with China, but Phuket is easily rea-
chable even with direct flights from Australia, South Korea, Europe, and 
recently also from the Gulf. In fact Emirates, Etihad and Qatar Airways 
addes Phuket to their growing networks.

What about spotting? First thing to consider is the sun: from October 
to April the sun stays in the south of the runway while from May to 
September you’ll have it in the north. That said, the main spotting, 
and also the most “exotic” one, is the Mai Khao beach, where you can 
photograph the landing aircraft on runway 09.
As specified above, you have to choose your position according to the 
season. 
During  afternoons you could take photos also to taxiing aircraft, but 
lately the local police do not have much pleasure in this, moving away 
who is stationed at the perimeter of the airport. Unfortunately the situa-
tion isn’t like some years ago: among other things, Phuket Airport was 
also famous for the way (4031 rd.) that ran along the entire taxiway, 
only separated by a small fence through which ypu could take photos. 
Now it is no longer possible because it has been built a 3 maters high 
barrier.
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MAI KHAO BEACH.

It’s rightly the spotting location for excellence, a place that looks like 
the most famous St. Marteen’s Maho Beach. So we start from this 
point, not before you got the Google Maps coordinates (remember this 
tip: Google Maps is a great ally to organize spotting sessions in not 
known places): 8 ° 06’08.2 “N 98 ° 18’02.0” E.

To get Mai Khao, you have to reach Nai Yang beach, but since most 
taxi drivers will take you about 1 km from our coordinates that you 
want, ask them to go to the Himaphan or Perennial resort. From that 
resortsyou’ll have the beac far only 100 meters. You can reach the 
beach also from North, but it would be farther than a few kilometers.
I would not recommend the focal use. The beach is several kilometers 
long and it is deserted, so you are free to position yourselves where 
you like. I’m used to take shot with a wide angle lens and position 
myself rather below the final glide path.
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SPOTTING POINT RWY 27

If it is in use runway 27 (unfortunately I don’t have pictures because I 
have always seen runway 09 in use) you must reach the 4031 highway, 
in the village of Mai Khao. It is easily accessible along the main road 
that runs through the island to the north. If you move by taxi clarify to the 
driver that you want to be led to the Airport. Once in front of the terminal 
proceed right on 4031 along the entire perimeter of the airport and 
you will arrive on the head of the runway. Here the same speech of the 
beach: depending on the position of the sun just move where you prefer 
as you are on a fallow land which allow freedom of movement. These are 
the coordinates: 8 ° 06’45.7 “N 98 ° 19’51.9” E

 

SPOTTING POINT HILL.

Another privileged position for spotting is the Hill. It has only one problem: 
you may not go there! 
You could wonder: “So what do you write about the Hill?” Let me ex-
plain.... 
At about 600 meters west from the point indicated as the spotting point 
RWY 27 there is a road that goes up on a hill where stands the Phuket 
Airport’s control tower. In fact the tower is outside of the airport perimeter.
At the bottom of a climb there is always a guard agent who allow access 
only to the AOT employees, but - having previously seen pictures made 
presumably from that position - I have tried luck, and for 2 times the 
agent has allowed me to continue for a few hundred meters and stop to 
take pictures all the time I wanted. This last time I was there, for example, 
the permission was denied and I had to desist from my purpose. These 
are the coordinates: 8 ° 06’44.0 “N 98 ° 19’31.2” E
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The end is near
Text and photos: Jimmy van Drunen

#spotting
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The Alouette III helicopter has been in service with the Royal Netherlan-
ds Air Force since 1964. The operational role was to fly scouting, SAR, 
and light transport missions. The tasking for this helicopter has changed 
over the past years. The primary mission for the last remaining Alouette 
III helicopters consists of conducting Royal Flights and VIP flights.

The Alouette III performed a multitude of tasks during its service such 
as: VIP transport and Royal Flights, photo and film recordings, tactical 
transports, Forward Air Control, tactical patrols, leading Artillery Fire, Se-
arch and Rescue. 
The Alouette III deployments over the past years:

- ‘Operation Provide Comfort’, 1991
- Former Yugoslavia, 1991
- Cambodia, early 1990s

‘Grasshoppers’ Display Team

The famous Grasshoppers display team, flying with four Alouette III heli-
copters, performed in many air shows in Europe in a red white and blue 
color scheme applied and later in different paint schemes. 
The team was created in 1973 when four pilots decided to put up a 
show at the sixtieth anniversary of the Royal Netherlands Air Force, ce-
lebrated at Deelen AB, the home base of the Alouette III, 299 Squadron. 

A problem with display flying and especially formation flying with the 
Alouette III was its instability during formation flying. Working around 
the limitation the team created a wonderful show with the helicopters.
The team was disbanded in 1995.

The end is near

Over the past years the Alouette III have been sold to Museums, Tech-
nical schools, Civilian buyers, Eurocopter factory and the Air Forces of 
Chad, Malta and Pakistan. 
There are still three Alouette III helicopters in active service for Royal 
Flights and VIP Flights. Based at Gilze-Rijen Airbase and belong to the 
300 Squadron. They will fly till January 2016. 

Sud SA-316B Alouette III A-247 (cn 1247) (stored)
Sud SA-316B Alouette III A-275 (cn 1275)
Sud SA-316B Alouette III A-292 (cn 1292)
Sud SA-316B Alouette III A-301 (cn 1301)
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canon.com
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Unlock your creative potential; 
the new EOS 80D
The EOS 80D – a powerful, fully equipped DSLR providing you with 
everything you need at your fingertips to advance your photography 
and video skills. Ideal for enthusiasts who love experimenting with 
different genres and styles, the camera is highly customisable and 
shoots with exceptional speed and ease. Combining leading imaging 
technologies – including a new 24.2 megapixel CMOS sensor and 
DIGIC 6 processor, alongside a new 45 all cross-type point AF system 
and fast responsive 7 fps shooting rate – the EOS 80D is a versatile 
camera for capturing striking stills and Full HD movies.

Excel in all areas of photography and video 
Whatever subject you’re looking to explore – from sports, to wildlife, or 
action – the EOS 80D is extremely responsive, excelling in capturing 
everything in incredible, intricate detail. The new sensor provides stun-
ning clarity and the freedom to crop in, while the new 45 all cross-type 
point AF system and 7 fps shooting can freeze action with ultimate 
precision. For pin-point focusing or wide-area tracking, the AF points are 
individually selectable or grouped into areas, giving you greater control 
over composition regardless of where your subject is in the frame. When 
using lens combinations with narrow apertures, 27 f/8 compatible AF 
points offer focus, in even the most extreme situations.
Designed to shoot in varying light conditions, the camera has a native 
ISO 100-16,000 range, expandable to ISO 25,600, and the AF system will 
continue to work even under moonlight (-3EV). The 7560-pixel RGB+IR 
metering sensor measures both visible light and invisible infra-red light, 
giving accurate exposures, while Flicker Detection ensures consistent 
exposure when shooting under flickering artificial lights. A new White 
Priority setting also helps you to reduce the appearance of warmer tones.

A camera that adapts to you 
The EOS 80D has been meticulously crafted to provide photographers 
with everything they need. The instinctiveness of the camera’s de-
sign means you can easily customise your shooting experience, with 
conveniently-placed controls giving you access to the most commonly 
used modes and settings. The Intelligent Viewfinder displays 100% of the 
frame, as well as the current settings – you can also quickly switch to the 
7.7cm (3.0”) Vari-angle Clear View LCD II Touch screen, ideal for movie 
shooting, Live View mode, or accessing functions quickly.

Become the videographer you aspire to be 
Whether you’re creating a travel vlog, or cinematic-style movie, the EOS 
80D offers total flexibility with Full HD movie shooting. Achieving accurate 
auto focus and smooth focus tracking is effortless thanks to Canon’s 
unique Dual Pixel CMOS AF technology. Both AF speed and AF tracking 

sensitivity can also be easily adjusted, giving you complete control over 
the pace and responsiveness of the AF to suit the style of your movie.
Serious videographers can be confident footage will achieve a professio-
nal looking result, with the ability to shoot at 60p in MP4 format – perfect 
for slowing down the action while still controlling focus. The EOS 80D in-
cludes both headphone and microphone inputs, allowing you to capture 
and have full control over audio during a shoot.

Easily connect, shoot remotely and share your work 
Enjoy the freedom of remote shooting via your smartphone or tablet 
using the EOS 80D with Canon’s Camera Connect app. Built-in Wi-Fi and 
Dynamic NFC connectivity makes it simple to connect with and share full 
resolution JPEGs to your smart device. You can also connect to and con-
trol your camera via a PC, without the need for a home Wi-Fi router, and 
quickly and easily save, view and share your photos and movies all from 
one single accessible location using Canon’s Connect Station CS100.
Shoot stunning stills and movies with the EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS 
USM and Power Zoom Adapter PZ-E1 
To match the versatility of EOS 80D, Canon’s new EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-
5.6 IS USM provides high performance auto-focus for movies and stills 
with the focal range to shoot wide, or up close, within a single lens. The 
EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM is the first of Canon’s lenses to feature 
Nano USM focus technology - delivering smooth, quiet AF for movies 
and blistering speed for stills. The new Power Zoom Adapter PZ-E1 is a 
compact and lightweight accessory designed for the EF-S 18-135mm 
f/3.5-5.6 IS USM to enable smooth, fingertip zoom control when shooting 
movies, ideal for capturing professional-looking documentary footage, 
with the option to control via Wi-Fi.
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Spotting trip:

Thailand
by Paul Spiteri

#spotting-trip
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Royal Thai AF Hs748
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Roya Thai Navy Dornier Do-228

Royal Thai AF BT-67Royal Thai AF Airbus A310 &  a line up of PAC CT4A Airtrainer’s
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Royal Thai Navy MH-60S Knighthawk leading 2 x Sikorsky S-70B Seahawk’s

Royal Thai AF Aero L-39ZA

Royal Thai Police Bell 206 Long RangerRoyal Thai AF BT-67
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Royal Thai AF F-5E Freedom fighter
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Royal Thai Army Cessna U-17B
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Royal Thai Navy Lockheed P-3T Orion

Royal Thai Navy Fokker F-27-200MAR

Royal Thai Navy GAF N24A Nomad
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Royal Thai AF F-16A Fighting Falcon

Royal Thai AF F-16A Fighting Falcon Royal Thai AF F-16A Fighting Falcon
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Since I was of a young age I was always trying to read or 
collect images from newspapers, magazines etc of Military 
equipment, with a special attraction to aircraft.  During the first 
ever Malta International Airshow 1993 my father took my to 
Marsamxett harbour to witness an air display for the first time 
ever.  That was the start of my then to come favourite hobby, 
Spotting!.  I did my best to visit the Malta iNternational Airport 
every year since 1993 and that was mostly successful.  But 
then in 2004 I got to know that my father was a big friend of 
Joe Ciliberti, President of the Malta Aviation Society, Organisers 
of the Malta International Airshow.  They had agreed that in the 
2005 airshow I will be part of the volunteer team of the Airshow.  
In the 2005 airshow I joined the volunteer team and made a lot 
of new friends which eventually started giving me information 
during the year about aircraft movements in Luqa.  I continued 
to widen my network of ‘Spotter’ friends and practically now I 
am part of a big group of Maltese Spotters, that is always practi-
cally ready for action in the airport vicinity.  I can say that 2007 
was the real start for my ‘spotting’ hobby when my brother had 
given me his Minolta Camera for me to use during aircraft 
spotting.  Since then I have purchased two Canon Cameras 
450D and 60D and now my man camera is the 60D with the 
100-400mm Mark I lens.  Personally I think that the Libyan 
Crisis in 2011 was the best spotting opportunity in Malta in the 
years I remember.  

I have also ventured in some countries for both spotting and 
airshow possibilities, Uk, Italy, Germany, turkey, Holland and 
Thailand.  Below are some of the shots I managed to get on the 
9th January 2016 when I visited the Children’s Day in Thailand.  
I visited three bases Don Muang which is the Air Force main 
base in Bangkok, Ram Inthra which is the Police Aviation Unit 
base in Bangkok and then we went down to U-Tapoa for the 
Royal Thai Navy base.  Army & Agriculture Inister Aircraft where 
spotted at Chiang Mai International Airport.

Royal Thai AF F-16A Fighting Falcon
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In February Finmeccanica and the Italian Air Force celebrated the entry into operational service of
their first AgustaWestland AW101 helicopter, designated the HH-101A “CAESAR”, during an
official ceremony at Cervia Air Base.

A total of four HH-101A “CAESAR” helicopters, out of a total requirement of 15, have been
delivered from the Finmeccanica Helicopter Division’s assembly line in Yeovil (UK) to date, and
will be used to perform personnel recovery and special forces missions.

The HH-101As will also support search and rescue (SAR), medical evacuation (MEDEVAC) and
slow mover intercept operations, countering small aircraft threats, to provide effective support to
the Italian community. With the HH-101A “CAESAR” the Italian Air Force is introducing into
service the most advanced and capable aircraft available today for this demanding operational
requirement, developed and tailored to meet specific customer needs in the framework of its
helicopter fleet modernisation programme. 

With the first HH-101A “CAESAR” now fully
operational, the Italian Air Force is entering a new era, with a quantum leap forward in capabilities
for both homeland operations and missions abroad in demanding conditions.

(Finmeccanica Press Office)

ItAF’s HH-101A “CAESAR”
by Andrea Tabanelli
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